What is the Anthos experience?
You’ve probably heard about Google’s new Anthos technology and are wondering
what it is. Appsbroker offers the Anthos experience, which is a 2-day workshop
where you and your team will immerse yourself in this latest technology
from Google for modernising application development. Get practical, handson experience of how Anthos can marry your on-premise and in-the-cloud
requirements seamlessly in a hybrid, laboratory environment.
Our experts will break down a real-world microservices application running on
Anthos and empower you with the knowledge and experience to understand how
you can modernise and innovate within your own business.

Take a closer look at Anthos and discover...
•

What Anthos is and how it can help you build and operate business applications in a multi-cloud and
hybrid environment following Google’s acclaimed SRE model

•

Why this is important and relevant to both your operational and development communities and how
Anthos provides a clear separation between these two roles

•

How operating Kubernetes on-premises is simplified by adopting Anthos and GKE on-premise

•

GitOps practices for DevOps and SecOps in action, with Anthos Config Management (ACM) operating
across a hybrid environment

•

How Knative and Google Cloud Run enable developers with a consistent programming paradigm and help
them achieve the holy grail of seamless promotion to production environments

•

The operational scenarios of running a microservices application in a hybrid environment using the Istio
service mesh and how to integrate your Kubernetes deployment with legacy monolithic applications

•

Answers to your questions as well as understanding of your existing workloads, including how Anthos
could help you modernise and innovate within your business

Talk to us today to book your Anthos experience with Appsbroker
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www.appsbroker.com

The Appsbroker Anthos Lab
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Book your visit to our Anthos Lab today:
The Appsbroker Anthos Lab includes a Google Cloud Partner Interconnect so
we can demonstrate exactly how you can operate Kubernetes workloads across
your existing data centre and Google Cloud Platform with the lowest latency,
highest bandwidth and with secure connectivity.
In the lab we will show live demonstrations on our Intel Select Solutions cluster
for Anthos, leveraging Xeon Scalable Processor generation 2 plus Optane DC
Persistent Memory for workload performance and workload density.

Why Appsbroker?
•
•
•
•

Google Cloud Premier Partner, and Europe‘s largest Google Cloud-only Professional
Services practice
The only UK partner with a Google Cloud Specialisation in Application Development
Our dedicated on-site laboratory can run Anthos demonstrations with the latest Intel
Xeon scalable processors
We have 14 years‘ experience in agile systems integration, excelling in delivering the
most demanding enterprise business applications on Google Cloud
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